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Summary Different strategies for the discovery of novel leads interacting with therapeutically relevant targets are thoroughly presented and discussed, using also three recent examples. Emphasis is given to approaches which do not require extensive resources and budgets, but rather prove how cleverness and creativity can provide active compounds in drug discovery.



Introduction



The extensive use of combinatorial chemistry (CC) and high-throughput screening (HTS) for pharma applications has been growing exponentially in the last years, and some excellent recent reviews covered these topics [1–5]. This short review intends to provide the reader with a critical evaluation of different successful approaches to the discovery of novel and patentable hits [6] which make use of either one or both CC and HTS, with particular focus on the complementarities of these approaches and on the resources (money and scientists) required to correctly apply these approaches to any drug discovery project. Rather than creating another theoretical treaty about hypothetical projects and situations (which seldom occur in the real world . . .), three specific examples by scientists from Lilly and NPS Allelix [7], from The Mayo Clinic [8] and from The University of California [9] were selected to illustrate three of the above approaches also with experimental details. Their extensive illustration will hopefully show their importance as excellent methods for the identification of hits for specific targets and projects and for their further optimization to leads (or lead classes) with potential as actual drug candidates.



The first test case is an example of ‘classical’ HTS – hit optimization, as it is run in major pharma companies; although extensive resources are clearly used, an unambiguous and flexible philosophy of work deserves to be described and commented here. The second case takes advantage of the so-called ‘virtual screening’, i.e. a computational screening approach aimed at the ‘in silico’ discovery of hit structures to be subsequently optimized with little or no chemical and biological efforts. The third case is an excellent example of the use of existing and the design of novel combinatorial-derived chemical diversity for medium–small screening campaigns related to tropical diseases. This is of particular interest for many developing countries; the example stresses the creativity and the cleverness of the academic groups involved, who have repeatedly recycled a common biased library in multiple drug discovery projects, precluding the use of expensive technologies and/or instrumentations.



Random screening of large proprietary collections: When do we become rational human beings? Among the many examples appearing in the literat-



76 ure, we have selected a very recent communication from Eli Lilly and NPS Allelix [7], which deals with the discovery and the optimization of potentiators of 2-amino-3-(5-methyl-3-hydroxy-isoxazol-4yl)propanoic acid (AMPA) receptors, a subtype class of excitatory amino acid (EAA) receptors. This potentiation provokes an enhancement of ion influx through AMPA receptors, and a certain number of positive effects in animals have been observed: examples are nootropic effects [10] and improved performances in learning and memory tasks [11,12]. Some compounds acting as AMPA potentiators were already known at the time of this work (compounds 1–5, Figure 1) [13– 16], but the available data regarding their activity in human studies [17,18] highlighted the need for novel potentiators with greater in vitro potency and better bioavailability. The interest for this target, mainly as a potential source of treatments for cognitive disorders, prompted Lilly towards the search for novel potentiators, possibly belonging to novel, patentable chemical classes; in order to do that, two main things were needed: • first, a large chemical collection of drug-like molecules to be screened for leads, and • second, a reliable and sensitive HTS assay to be used for the screening of the above mentioned collection. If both, or even one of the above two points is missing, a project aimed at the discovery of novel hits by random screening of unbiased, drug-like molecules cannot be commenced. As for Eli Lilly, their chemical collection for screening purposes is surely large and focused on drug-like molecules; this is obtained by applying structural (molecular weight between 250 and 600 or similar, a limited number of rotatable bonds, hydrogen bonds, etc.) and physico-chemical (partition coefficient between 2 and 4, etc.) filters to discard compounds which do not satisfy all, or most of the filter requirements. Any structure showing up as active from an HTS campaign (typically 100 000 to 500 000 compounds tested) will thus become a new hit to be optimized. As previously mentioned, of equal importance is the setup of a biological assay which measures the desired effect (AMPA potentiation) reliably and with an easy detection method, which is robust and thus suitable for automation to become an HTS. NPS Allelix developed proprietary technology and expertise



for such an assay [19], based on cloned human GluR4 receptors expressed in stable HEK-293 cells, and the partnership between the two companies allowed both to benefit from each other’s assets and to be able to start an HTS campaign for the search of AMPA potentiators. The campaign produced a novel hit (6, Figure 2, top), characterized by the presence of a biphenyl fragment, by a fluorine substituent on one of the rings and by the presence of a methyl sulfonamido group β with respect to the other phenyl group. The potency of compound 6 in the assay used for HTS was slightly worse than the best known AMPA potentiator (4, cyclothiazide, Figure 2, top), but still extremely encouraging for the start of a chemical optimization program. The chemical optimization was performed modifying three main areas: (1.) Modification of the sulfonamido substituent (R1 , Figure 2, bottom); (2.) Modification of the α-methyl substituent (R2 , Figure 2, bottom); (3.) Modification of the o-fluorophenyl, both with other substituents on the ring and by replacement of the ring with heterocycles (Ar, Figure 2, bottom). The goal was clearly both to identify more potent compounds and to gather a preliminary SAR to guide further, more focused chemistry efforts. At first, compounds 9a–h bearing various sulfonamido groups were prepared following the simple route depicted in Figure 3. The replacement of methyl with ethyl (9b), isopropyl (9d) or with dimethylamine (isostere of isopropyl, 9h) produced compounds with similar activity to cyclothiazide, thus increasing 3 times the potency of the original lead 6; the isopropyl moiety seemed an optimal choice, as both n-propyl and n-butyl gave significantly less potent compounds (as did bulkier R1 groups). The modification of the α-methyl group was then performed, but a simpler model starting material was considered (10, Figure 4) to avoid complications during the synthetic route depicted in Figure 4. As a result of previous work, the isopropylsulfonamide group was selected as R1 substituent. Despite the simplification in the biaryl structure, significant activity was seen both with α-methyl and ethyl derivatives, hinting at a possible radical change
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Figure 1. Structures of compounds 1–5.



of the second phenyl group into an alkyl derivative such as t-butyl. The introduction of bulkier groups in the α position was probably not accepted by the target for sterical reasons. Finally, changes in the o-fluorophenyl moiety were evaluated through the synthesis of p-biaryls 12a–h, as was the entire replacement with thiophene as in 13. Both routes to these compounds, containing R1 = iPr and R2 = Me according to the above, are reported in Figure 5. Significant improvements were obtained by the pattern variation on the phenyl ring; groups with different electronic properties (NH2 , CHO, CN, Me) gave excellent results, while others (CF3 , Cl, H, COOH) turned out to be significantly less active. The strong potency of 13 must also be highlighted, as it hints at the replacement of the phenyl ring with heterocycles as an appealing option. In conclusion, the synthesis of around 20 carefully selected compounds has given substantial SAR information and for the best derivative (12h) an increased potency of 150 times versus the original hit 6 was obtained. We can obviously assume that a much larger exploration of the chemical class was performed both before and after the preparation of this communication, and we are surely bound to see in future a more extensive report regarding the SAR and additional properties of these compounds.



Virtual screening of available chemical databases: Cheap, fast and even successful! It often happens that, although the discovery of novel hits would be highly beneficial or even necessary for a given project, either the large chemical collection required or the HTS robust assay (or both) are not available in the research group; this is especially the case for academic groups, among which some have recently devised creative solutions that allowed them to successfully identify valuable hits with significantly less efforts and resources. As an example, The Mayo Clinic [8] uses the socalled ‘virtual screening’ approach, which is almost solely based on computational techniques. It consists of docking iteratively each representative of a large compound database into the active site of an interesting target, thus selecting only a small compound subset for which the theoretical binding affinity is higher than a defined value; this prevents the need for a large compound collection (chemical databases containing hundreds of thousands, or even millions of compounds are available to the public [20–23]) and does not require an HTS assay, as the small compound subset resulting from virtual screening of databases, after being purchased, can be tested with low throughput assays due to its limited size. The target of interest for this work was a zinc metalloprotein, farnesyltransferase (FT), which is well characterized and for which the crystal structure is known [24]. The relevance of FT as a therapeutic target for cancer has been thoroughly validated, as
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Figure 2. Structures of leads active on PlmII (6 and 4) and of the synthetic targets of the lead optimization effort.



several selective and non-toxic inhibitors are currently undergoing clinical trials [25,26]. The discovery of novel, patentable and potent FT inhibitors would thus be of interest to exploit their potential as safe anticancer drugs. The researchers at Mayo used as a virtual collection the 1998 version of ACD (Available Chemicals Directory, available on the Web [27]), containing 219 930 commercially available chemicals. As this cannot be defined as a drug-like biased collection, they first introduced some filters to discard unwanted entities before starting the real screening, and also to bias the collection towards FT; the whole strategy starting from the ACD collection is reported in Figure 6. The so-called ‘chemical property filter’ retained only those compounds with 300


software program (EUDOC) written by the authors; this ‘loose’ screening was supposed to discard the vast majority of compounds and to retain only those providing a 65 000), while the detailed evaluation of the smaller set to refine it with a high resolution docking was operatively feasible. The next computational filter applied related to the solvation potential of compounds, i.e. compounds too hydrophobic or too hydrophilic to access the target were discarded, and solvation was considered also to calculate the binding interactions for the survivors (128, 
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Figure 3. Synthesis and structures of sulfonamido analogues 9a–h.



not show the requested purity and was discarded to avoid the generation of non-interpretable data from screening with the biological target. Twenty-one compounds were screened on a commercially available FT in vitro assay kit, going up to 500 µM concentrations for the potential inhibitors; the screening (see also Figure 7) produced 4 compounds with good potency (


Biased and focused combinatorial libraries: Cheap, fast and even successful! Large chemical collections in major pharma companies are normally composed of either proprietary compounds historically prepared during the company’s existence, or of acquired single compounds or subsets coming from vendors. These collections are carefully monitored, and new compounds are added to increase their diversity content but also to bias them towards a more or less defined ‘drug-like’ space by using computational selection methods. Needless to say that the cost required to create such a collection ex novo (typically several hundred thousands of compounds) is prohibitive, and can be afforded only with major investments precluded to small academic or industrial groups. Another, cheaper way to generate significant chemical diversity is represented by combinatorial chemistry. The use of well-assessed chemical routes to multifunctional core molecules, either in solution or on solid phase, and their decoration with various commercially available monomers produces even large libraries of compounds with limited efforts; if the core molecule possesses three decoration points, and 10 commercially available, diverse monomers are used as diversity sets in each position, a total of 1000 diverse molecules are prepared and can be used for screening (Figure 8, top). The same is true for routes where the core entity of the library is assembled by coupling the three diversity sets, rather than being
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Figure 4. Structures and synthesis of α-methyl modified analogues 11a–f.



Figure 5. Structure and synthesis of o-F phenyl modified analogues 12a–h, 13.
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Figure 6. Virtual screening of the ACD collection for farnesyltransferase activity.



pre-existent as before (Figure 8, bottom). Both these strategies require only a robust chemical route and 30 commercial compounds to generate diversity; the same route, when the number of monomers is expanded, may lead even to very large libraries and thus to large screening sets for biological assays. The main disadvantage of large primary libraries as sources for novel hits when compared to compound collections is that, while the latter ones are constructed by assembling individual compounds which are also chosen to increase chemical diversity in the collection, the former ones consist of a common structural scaffold which is decorated with monomers, and thus often they span the so-called ‘chemical space’ significantly less than a collection of individuals with the same size.



The obvious conclusion is that, although large collections in major pharma companies also contain several compounds from combinatorial libraries, the vast majority of individuals come from targeted acquisition of individual compounds, and such a collection is ideal for primary screening. The picture changes when we consider biased screening, i.e. the screening of compound sets biased towards certain target classes. These biased sets must contain some common features, and libraries are often an excellent tool to produce these medium–small sets (typically from a few thousands to several tens of thousands individuals). Examples of biased libraries reported in literature include kinases [29,30], proteases [31,32], and G-protein coupled receptors [33]; they all proved to be successful as sources of novel hits, which could also be optimized by making subsequent smaller arrays or individual compounds focused on the hit structure. The example reported here [9], from one of the leading academic groups in the field of combinatorial chemistry, deals with two aspartyl proteases, plasmepsin I and II (Plm I and II), which are appealing and under-exploited targets for antimalarial drugs. The same academic group reported earlier [34] the synthesis and screening of a 1000-member discrete library and of the 39-member focused array derived from it (L1 and L2, Figure 9, top) designed to interact with the active site of cathepsin D (Cat D), another aspartyl protease of human origin; as Cat D shows a high degree of homology with Plm I and II, the decision to test L1 and L2 on at least one of these targets was straightforward. As the crystal structure of Plm II is available [35] and this protease, but not Plm I at the time of this work, could be easily obtained even in large quantities for the setup and run of HTS campaigns, the screening campaign was planned for Plm II (hoping that the extreme degree of homology of the two Plms could even produce potent dual inhibitors!). The screening of L1 and L2 was performed using a standard fluorescence-based protease assay and at a fixed 1 mM concentration; only 13 of the library components showed more than 50% inhibition of Plm II, and the two most potent ones (18 and 19, Figure 9, bottom) were selected as initial submicromolar hits to be further optimized. It is important to underline how the activities on Plm II and Cat D are going somewhat in parallel, and actually how all compounds were much more potent on Cat D than on Plm II; as both 18 and 19 were originally from the focused library L2, they are particularly active (low nM) on cathepsin D. Thus,
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Figure 7. Real screening on farnesyltransferase: results and structure of active leads 14–17.



Figure 8. The combinatorial strength: diversity through decoration (top) or assembly (bottom) of scaffolds.
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Figure 9. Structure of Cat D-focused libraries L1, L2 and of PlmII hits 18, 19.



the main objectives of the following optimization have been to increase the in vitro potency, to reach a reasonable selectivity for Plm II and to identify ‘drug-like’ lead compounds to be progressed further. The first round of focused optimization libraries was intended to expand separately the SAR information for substituents R1 –R3 , thus three SP arrays of compounds (L3–L5, Figure 10) bearing similar R1 – R3 substituents to those present in 18 and 19 were prepared following the synthetic route previously assessed by the same research group [36] (Figure 11), which supports on PS the functionalized scaffold 20 [37,38] and then by means of four steps transforms it in the desired peptidomimetics; final acidic release of the THP linker produces the free hydroxyethylamine isosteres 22. L3 was prepared first, using 74 monomers (isocyanates, isothiocyanates or carboxylic acids), and screened; among the individuals, compound 23 (Figure 10) was the best and produced a 2–3 times improvement in comparison with 18 and 19. This side



chain was then selected as a substituent for libraries L4 and L5. L4 was prepared then from 54 amines and screened; none of the new R2 groups showed improved activity (Figure 10), thus the native R2 substituent was kept for the synthesis of library L5. Finally, L5 was prepared using 44 monomers (isocyanates, isothiocyanates or carboxylic acids) and screened; the monomer set used for the synthesis of L3 was reduced in size because several of the original monomers would not stand the reaction conditions leading to the final compounds (i.e., the SnCl2 mediated reduction of azido group 21, Figure 11). Among the library individuals, compound 24 (Figure 10) represented the first breakthrough, as its potency was increased 40 times with respect to 18 and 19, and in vitro activities on Cat D and Plm II for the first time appeared comparable. As a second optimization cycle, the simultaneous variation of R1 and R3 was examined in the 80-member library L6 (Figure 12); probably these positions were preferred to R2 as the library L4 did not
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Figure 10. Structure of PlmII-focused libraries L3-L5 and of leads 23, 24.
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Figure 11. Synthetic strategy to libraries L1–L7.



show any improvement, thus the R2 substituent was deemed essential as it was and not pursued further. Among the criteria chosen to select the monomers, preference was given to low MW monomers to try to reduce the MW of the compounds (e.g., compound 24 has a MW of 752 that could be too much to allow its penetration through biological membranes). Several compounds showed interesting inhibitory activities, and among them compound 25 (Figure 12) showed a slightly better Plm II inhibition, although the selectivity towards Cat D was worse than that of 24; its MW, though, was over 100 Da less than 24. The last optimization round was made by a single, all-mutated-residues library L7 (Figure 13), containing 320 compounds and prepared using a slightly revised SP strategy [32] that allowed to introduce limited diversity also at the R8 position. This library included 10 monomers at R1 and 8 at R3 , but also 2 at R2 , using 4-methoxy phenethyl as a smaller analogue of the best R2 substituent, and 2 at R8 , using the hydroxyethyl isostere of leucine as a smaller replacement



of the usual phenylalanine isostere (Figure 13); again, these two changes aimed to reduce the overall MW of novel Plm II inhibitors. The library produced highly active compounds, such as 26 and 27, but especially of importance is a first significant observed selectivity versus Cat D, as in 28 and 29 (Figure 13). These last compounds were then characterized more in detail, confirming all the good preliminary results but adding also the lack of inactivation in vivo by serum binding and the even slightly stronger inhibition of Plm I for some of them (compounds 26–28). It is impressive how a library tailored on a specific enzyme (L1, Cat D) could also be used to detect initial hits on another member of the family of aspartyl proteases, and how a small optimization program (five libraries, around 600 compounds) allowed to increase in vitro inhibition up to 100 times (compare 19 and 27), and to increase the selectivity factor versus Cat D up to 200 times (compare 19 and 28). In our opinion, this is a clear example of how biased libraries can be an
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Figure 12. Structure of PlmII-focused library Lg and of the optimized lead 25.



excellent and extremely versatile source of novel hits, and thus of drug discovery projects, for large classes of therapeutically relevant targets, provided that the chemistry assessment of the selected synthetic route confirms its robustness and allows the use of highly diverse monomers in the hit discovery/optimization phases. Conclusions and outlook The use of large (≈1 000 000 compounds or more), diverse compound collections and of robust and automated HTS assays is surely the most complete and powerful approach for the discovery of novel hits; this is especially true for non-characterized targets deriving from genomics-based target identification, or for known families of receptors for which screening campaigns have not been extremely successful (i.e., inhibitors of protein–protein interactions). The creation and the use of large compound collections, though, requires among other necessities: • the access to various sources of chemical diversity, such as individual compounds, small arrays, natural products, etc.;



• large expenses to maintain, or even increase the level of representativity of the collection via the computational selection of individual compounds or small arrays and their synthesis or purchase; • expensive facilities and instrumentation for the storage and handling of the compound collection; • expensive facilities and instrumentation for the generation of HTS sets and for their automated screening; • the access to databases and software to electronically control and direct all of the above during an HTS campaign; • the periodical quality control of the collection samples to maintain its high purity and reliability. The frequent run of HTS campaigns (say, several tens per year) is enough to substantiate the expense necessary to create and support the above infrastructure, both in terms of money and resources; this is the reason why all major pharma companies have these assets. It is nevertheless important to increase the level of rationality in selecting compound sets for an HTS campaign, to increase the success rate of each campaign, to reduce the size of a screening set while keeping its diversity content, and to
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Figure 13. Structure of PlmII-focused library L7 and of optimized (26, 27) and selective (28, 29) leads.



reduce the consumption rate of the collection itself; techniques and technologies such as computational chemistry, miniaturization, informatics and automation will play a major role in switching from random screening campaigns to knowledge-driven screening. Virtual screening campaigns or biased combinatorial libraries represent useful tools to increase the information available to plan actual HTS campaigns. Even more importantly, they allow to obtain the needed outcome (one or more valuable hits) with much less effort and they open the field of hit discov-



ery to smaller, but creative players as was shown in the previous examples. The major mistake that could be made, is to be really convinced that there is only one good way to run screening campaigns, and to access the right chemical diversity to be the source of novel hits. Many things are still at least confused in this area, starting from real and effective metrics to prove unequivocally the effectiveness of different approaches. It is clear, though, to all skilled scientists in the field that this ‘Holy Grail’ approach does not exist and that each



88 target, or assay, or set of compounds will influence strongly the progress of the hit discovery project. Flexibility and creativity, thus, are and increasingly will be the keywords for the success of players in this area where novel targets are being generated continuously, and where gold mines are surely still awaiting to be discovered and exploited.
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